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About Aarex Medical Services 

 www.surgeryinindia.in 
 Aarex Medical caters to international clients 

looking for various medical treatments and 
surgery in India. 

 
Goals 

 Focusing on highly relevant audience. 
 Increasing targeted visitors to website using 

effective and relevant online ads. 
 Increasing number of leads at low cost 

month by month. 

 
Approach 

 Developed number of tight knitted 
campaigns with the treatments offered by 
SurgeryInIndia. 

 Highly relevant adcopies and Keywords to 
avoid traffic from unwanted audience.  

 Optimized campaigns daily basis to  
Increase the performance.  

 
Result:  

 SurgeryInIndia business shown an immense 
improvement without any increase in 
marketing budget. (Client is very happy with 
the results and always ready to test new 
strategy when we propose.) 

 

 

About Aarex  
Aarex Medical ranked as one of the India’s best medical referral companies. 
Their services are associated with a network of 30 world class multi-specialty 
hospitals. Aarex offers low-cost world-class medical treatment and surgery in 
India. Aarex Medical services cater to international clients for medical 
treatment and surgery in India.  

 

Approach: 
Aarex Medical services were running paid advertisements themselves before 
signing with us. When approached, we first understood business, 
advertisement goals, competition submitted a comprehensive strategy. 
 
We did an extensive keyword research and added them in various match 
types. We added very tight knitted campaigns according to the themes 
researched targeting various locations. We add negative keyword on weekly 
basis as they play very important role for Aarex Medical to avoid patients who 
are not looking to take up treatment in India. The implementation of 
conversions tracking was done before the launch of campaigns.  
 
We used adgroup level site link extension to maintain the relevancy and to 
increase CTR. We first started with search campaigns for multiple locations 
targeting treatments offered then we added general treatments related 
campaigns. We scaled to other campaigns like display and tested advanced 
strategies.  
 
We added multiple adcopies with strong call to action. We frequently 
conducted A/B for ads testing and ran the best performers. We linked analytics 
account with adwords to analyze deep details of stats and take data based 
decisions to improve performance. 
 

Result: 
SurgeryInIndia started getting relevant traffic from day one. Our ongoing 
efforts have provided Aarex with progressively lower costs and better results. 

         PPC Pundit’s efforts to refine our strategy on an ongoing basis have provided  
         us with progressively lower costs and better results.  
                                                                         - P R Ramesh, MD, Aarex Medical Services 
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